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Alexander Sapountzis
4/15/05 11:12AM
Re: Beaver Valley Inspection

I was on inspection this week. Again. I will endeavor to attempt to try to complete it this coming week
ending 4/22105.
Dana
>>> Alexander Sapountzis 04/14/05 09:28AM >>>
Morning Dana:

C1

Sorry to pester you. My boss was asking about the status of the report. Has your time table slipped or
are you still on target/ scheduled to complete/concur on by week ending 4/22105 for the Beaver Valley
report??? Thanks Dana and good luck.
Alex
>>> Dana Caron 04/06/05 06:51 AM >>>
Congratulations! I WAS on inspection last week, thus I was not able to begin work on the SI until I
completed the SFRP write up and report on the inspection prior. I began to work on it yesterday and I
would have it done by next week, however, guess what, I'm inspecting again! Hopefully have it
completed/concurred on by week ending 4/22/05. Remember, I also have to write up the BV potential
finding for the SFRP (already done) and hope they concur. I'm assuming at this point that I will need both
you and Ken to concur on this report, so at some point I'll have to PGP it to you and then you can give me
verbal concurrence.
Good luck in NMSS,
Dana
>>> Alexander Sapountzis 04/06/05 06:42AM >>>
Morning Dana:
I hope all is well in your world regarding inspections. My supervisor (Garmon West) was asking when
might the report be issued on Beaver Valley? I remember last week, you were supposed to be
performaing an inspection at another facility. Anyway, just touching base with you. By the way, I reached
what we engineers call escape velocityllIl I am leaving NSIR by the end of the month (I start work in my
new department (NMSS) part time on 4/18/05 and start working full time on 5/2105). So, again, it was a
pleasure being part of the team, I wish you both luck and remember, keep putting in for those

jobs/promotions!lI
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Respectfully,

H

Alex Sapountzis
CC:

Kenneth Brooks

